
INSTANT CHECK
OIG Express instantly determines if anyone is 

excluded with our proprietary single-name HHS OIG 
and Medicare opt-out affidavit screening tool. 

Mobile-friendly for use anywhere. All potential false 
positives are checked and resolved.

AUTOPILOT SCREENING
This service provides a current screening report 

each month without fail. Autopilot activates each 
month automatically to screen your most recent list 

of staff and entities, against the most recent 
database of federal and state exclusion and 

sanction authorities.

RECLAIM PRECIOUS TIME
Years of experience has proven it takes about  30 

minutes to screen one person through all applicable 
federal and state screening lists - not including 

clearance investigations. Multiply that by the number 
of your staff, and you have an approximation of the 

time saved monthly with Carosh.

OIG Express*
Your Exclusion Screening Service

SPEEDY CHECKS & RESOLUTIONS
A one-stop portal that auto resolves 
potential matches. 

INTELLIGENT ALGORITHMS
Including an advanced search function 
that matches name variations and NPIs 
against all databases, guaranteeing no 
potential matches are missed. 

CUSTOMIZED REPORTING
With an extensive report catalog plus the 
ability to drill down to individual records 
over specific time periods in virtually any 
format or configuration. Streamline Verify 
to OIG Express can export reports by 
employee list or by individual for any 
screening ever undertaken. 

AUDIT PROOF
Clients who have undergone CMS audits 
have reported excellent results post-audit. 
Not only that, we've received positive 
feedback from CMS auditors themselves, 
praising its clarity.

Tech you can 
trust to check your 

to do list

*Powered by Venops
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Contact Us
It's not enough to find a trustworthy service that 
screens all staff and vendors accurately. 

It takes automation, speed, ease of use, and a 
knowledgeable support staff - all at the right price. 

What others say

K.D.

Compliance and Privacy Officer

After overseeing a very manual screening process at my 
last (very large) employer, I was pleasantly surprised by 
how easy Carosh is to use and how it allows me to stay 
on top of my screening for our employees and vendors 
alike. I particularly appreciate the functionality of running 
“ad hoc” screens on individuals.

K.L.

CCO 

I’m the chief compliance officer with a large east coast 
practice. We use Carosh to screen thousands of staff 
and vendors multiple locations. Extensive due diligence 
was carried out prior to choosing the right company for 
this service and I found Carosh to be the most proficient. 
They continue to fulfil our needs at every corner without 
issue. Recommended to any healthcare professionals or 
administrators with a compliance program to manage.

A.H. 

HR Generalist

I wish we had signed up with Carosh years ago instead of 
our original service. Results of screening are fully 
investigated and returned quickly.

K.S. 

Practice Manager

Carosh is so easy to use! I appreciate the monthly 
reminders that I receive to ensure that my practice is in 
compliance.
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